Summary
Here we build specific models of apiary-level intensification in commercially farmed honeybees to 44 examine the impact of industrial-scale management practices on honeybee infectious disease 45 prevalence. 46
Honeybee health and the apicultural industry are under threat from a variety of pressures (Ghazoul, 47 We combine mathematical models and agent-based model (ABM) simulations to make predictions 82 on how intensification affects disease risk, spread, and endemic prevalence within an apiary. The key 83 to our approach is that we capture pathogen transmission both within and between colonies. 84 We generalise colony arrangements to three unique configurations: array, circular and lattice (Fig.  85   1) . We restrict between-colony pathogen transmission to nearest neighbours (see discussion), those 86 in closest proximity to each other (connected by an arrow in Fig. 2 ). Between-colony transmission is 87 always assumed to be at a lower rate than within colony transmission. The mathematical model 88 allows us to obtain tractable analytical results while the ABM simulations allow us to model disease 89 at the level of the individual bee and consider stochastic effects. 
94
We first derive a compartmental SI (Susceptible, Infected) model for pathogen transmission within 95
an apiary. The model treats each colony as an individual population and allows for within colony as 96 well as between-colony transmission (for nearest neighbours). Within a colony, honeybees are 97 either susceptible to infection or infected (and infectious). We denote the number of susceptible 98 honeybees in colony i at time t as S i (t). Likewise, we denote the number of honeybees in colony i 99 infected with the pathogen at time t as I i (t). Susceptible honeybees in colony i become infected at 100 rate β ij following contact with an infected bee that resides in colony j. We assume that honeybees do 101 not recover from infection. Honeybees are born at rate φ, have a natural mortality rate of m, and an 102 additional mortality rate of v if infected. The following 2n differential equations, [1], model disease 103 transmission within and between n colonies in an apiary. 104
The matrix β=[β ij ] will depend on the colony arrangement (see Fig. 1 ; and S.I. Section 1). The 105 transmission rate between a susceptible and infected honeybee within the colony is a, and 106 transmission between neighbouring colonies is b. We assume that honeybees are much more likely 107 to become infected by a honeybee that resides within its home colony than by a honeybee from a 108 neighbouring colony (i.e. a>>b). Note that for each apiary configuration to be possible and unique, 109 the number of colonies (n) must be a perfect square, n=L 2 where L≥3 (see Fig. 1 ). Therefore, the 110 minimum number of colonies per apiary is 9, which has been observed to be the mean size of a 111 hobbyist or small beekeeping operation (Mõtus et al., 2016; Pocol, Marghitas, & Popa, 2012) . 112
characteristics as in the mathematical model; a description of the ABM is available in the S.I. (Section 115 2). We use the ABM to make standalone predictions on the effects of different aspects of 116 intensification on pathogen epidemiology (S.I. Figs. S3 & S4) . We use the ABM to simulate disease 117 dynamics for both different pathogen phenotypes (varying both pathogen virulence and 118 transmissibility) and different apiary ecologies (varied as previously described in the number of 119 colonies per apiary, layout, and likelihood of bees moving between colonies). 120
We can understand the dynamics presented by our models by focussing on the basic reproduction 121 number, R 0 . R 0 is a fundamental concept in infectious disease ecology, defined as the average 122 at the endemic equilibrium of: 180
We can approximate the endemic equilibrium for the lattice and array configured models using 181 perturbation theory, assuming 0 < ≪ 1 (See S.I. Section 1). The approximate disease prevalence 182 in colony j at equilibrium for a colony in the array or lattice configurations is: 183
where l is the number of neighbours that colony j has. For any given set of parameters, we can 184 therefore formulate both R 0 and prevalence, allowing us to characterise the relationship shown in 185 Fig. 3c . 186
We show analytically, and in the ABM (S.I. Section 3) that intensification in the form of an increase in 187 colonies or an increase in movement between colonies increases R 0 (Fig. 3a & 3b) . Figure 4 shows 188 the additional R 0 caused by our most extreme plausible changes in apiary management. The change 189 in R 0 caused by increasing apiary size rapidly asymptotes (Fig. 3 a & b) . (Fig. 4) . The relationship shows a strong nonlinearity when examining all three 195 aspects of intensification in combination. 196 By understanding the effect of intensification on R 0 (Fig. 4) and by characterising the relationship 204 between R 0 and disease prevalence (Fig. 3c) , we can show how intensification impacts disease 205 prevalences. We approximate the non-linear relationship between 'base R 0 ' (pathogen phenotype) 206 and the 'additional R 0 ' (effect of intensification) for the 'Combined' treatment (Fig. 4) . We use a 207 bootstrapping approach to create 1000 subsamples (subsample size = 10% of full sample with 208 replacement) of our combined approach. Each subsample is used to generate a non-linear model of 209 the form y = ax / (b + x c ), where y is 'additional R 0 ' and x is 'base R 0 ', using a nonlinear least squares 210 approach in R (v 3.3.1). The relationship generated using the full sample is plotted in Fig. 4 . 211
We combine this relationship characterising how base R 0 affects intensified additional R 0 (Fig. 4) with 212 the derived relationship between R 0 and pathogen prevalence shown in Fig. 3c , allowing us to 213 predict how intensification impacts prevalences (Fig. 5) . Fig. 5a shows the proportion of bees 214 infected by a given (base R 0 ) pathogen for the apiaries in Fig. 2 . The difference in disease prevalence 215 between these lines is the impact of intensification and is plotted in Fig. 5b . Fig. 5b shows a distinctly 216 non-linear relationship between base R 0 and the impact of intensification, with the impact of 217 intensification peaking around base R 0 = 3.3, and then rapidly declining. Even at its peak, the effect 218 of intensification (which is as extreme as plausible), leads to an additional ~18% of bees infected at 219 disease equilibrium. 220 (Fig. 4) . However, increases in R 0 cause large increases in 247 prevalence only when R 0 is initially low (Fig. 3c) . Pathogens with a base R 0 ≈ 3 benefit most from 248 intensification in terms of increased prevalence (Fig. 5) ; however, the magnitude of this is moderate. 249
As discussed below, we argue that there is likely to be a high base R 0 in important honeybee diseases 250 and therefore our models suggest that there is likely to be little effect of apiary-scale intensification 251 on disease prevalence. We found that apicultural intensification, in the context of a pathogen with an initial R 0 of 23, leads 257 to a maximum 6.6% increase in disease prevalence. Our models predicted disease prevalences of up 258 to 90% (Fig. 3, Fig. 5 We find rapid spread of a given pathogen across an apiary, which quickly reaches endemic 281 equilibrium (S.I. Figs. S4 & S5) . While pathogens with a higher R 0 reach this equilibrium more quickly, 282 there is universally rapid spread. Given this result, we focussed throughout this manuscript on the 283 disease prevalence experienced at endemic equilibrium. This is important for our assumption that 284 pathogen transmission (driven by movement of bees between colonies) only occurs between 285 nearest neighbours. This assumption is conservative as rates of pathogen spread would be faster by 286 virtue of not being limited to nearest-neighbour transmission. However, as we already observe rapid 287 pathogen spread across apiaries, the effect of this conservative assumption should be negligible. The 288 rate at which epidemics are established in our model is also in agreement with other honeybee 289 pathogen models. For example, Jatulan, Rabajante, Banaay, Fajardo, & Jose (2015) show a single 290 infectious adult causes an American Foulbrood (Paenibacillus larvae) epidemic that peaks within 50 291 days. Whilst they do not explicitly find an R 0 for P. larvae, the short timescales characterising their 292 epidemics are in line with ours (S.I. Section 3), suggesting high R 0 values and that their model would 293 behave similarly to ours at an apiary scale. 294
Changes in rates of bees moving between colonies emerged as a determining component of 295 apicultural intensification (Fig. 4) . One cause of this movement is honeybee drift (Jay, 1965) which 296 can be managed through changes in the number of colonies and apiary configuration (Jay, 1966 (Jay, , 297 1968 (Jay, 1966) . This is why we focus on a 302 'combined' interpretation of intensification in this study (illustrated in Fig. 2) , supported by our 303 observation that changes in colonies per apiary and apiary size matter most when movement 304 between colonies is high ( Fig. 4; S.I. Fig. S4 ). Other industrialised agricultural livestock systems reflect extreme host densities similar to those in 336 this study. However, the R 0 for honeybee diseases may exceed that of other livestock diseases. We 337 compare our lower threshold estimate for the R 0 of N. ceranae to all available R 0 values for livestock 338 diseases that we could readily find in the literature (Fig. S8, 
